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Abstract-Shear horizontal (SH) guided waves are widely used in
non-destructive evaluation and can be generated by permanent
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magnet electromagnetic acoustic transducer (PPM EMATs). PPM
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EMATs generate SH waves that propagate either forwards and back·, ,
wards. This is often an undesirable characteristic. Unidirectional
generation can be achieved by the interference mechanism produced by two independent sources. This, however, is non-feasible
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for the conventional PPM EMATs due to the arrangement of PPM
array and racetrack coil. Recently, we presented a design of an
SH EMAT with side-shifted PPM arrays that generates SH waves
nominally in a single direction. Due to the shift of the produced
wavefronts from each array, that design produced side-lobes in the
backward semi-plane. In this paper, we enhance the unidirectional
generation of SH waves with side-shifted PPM EMATs by evaluating the effect of the separation between individual arrays
as well as the number of rows of magnets in each array. An analytical model is used to calculate the radiation pattern.
The amplitude of the backward side-lobes decreases either with increasing the number of magnets rows or decreasing
the lateral gap between rows. This behaviour is explained by the amount of wavefront misalignment introduced by each
design. Increasing the number of magnets rows also increases the directivity and the energy of the forward generated
waves. Twelve different configurations were fabricated, with a reasonably short wavelength of 12 mm, and experimentally
evaluated, agreeing with the theoretically calculated radiation pattern. The magnitude of the backward side-lobes was
roughly halved when compared with the original design.
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Index Terms- Electromagnetic acoustic transducers, unidirectional generation, shear horizontal waves, guided waves,
line-sources, radiation pattern.

I. INTRODUCTION

Shear horizontal (SH) ultrasonic guided waves are attractive
for non-destructive evaluation of plates and pipes [1] because
they present simple dispersion equations, no energy leakage
to non-viscous liquid loading, and allow one to operate with
a single non-dispersive mode [l]-[6].
SH waves can be generated [2] with shear-polarized piezoelectric strips [7], [8] as well as magnetostrictive patch transThis work was supported in part by the Coordenao de Aperfeioamento
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ducers [9]. Those, however, require bonding the transducer
to the surface of the specimen under test. Electromagnetic
acoustic transducers (EMATs), on the other hand, do not
require contact in order to generate ultrasonic waves in metallic materials [10]. SH waves can be generated either with
magnetostriction-based EMAT [11] or by periodic permanent
magnet electromagnetic (PPM), which is Lorentz-force-based
[12]. The former operates in ferromagnetic materials, whereas
the latter, in any conductive medium.
Conventional PPM EMATs generate forward and backward
travelling SH waves simultaneously [12]. Recently, there was
interest in developing omnidirectional SH wave EMATs [13][15], as well as directional controllable ones [16], in which the
principal angles of generated waves can be steered, despite still
nominally generating waves to more than a single direction.
Depending on the application, bidirectional or omnidirectional
generation can be undesirable characteristics. For instance,
the wave that propagates backwards or to other directions is
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eventually reflected in a finite medium, or directly arrives at
the receiver in a closed-loop propagation path [1]. Therefore,
the backward generated wave can mix with the signal of interest, which can complicate the interpretation of the received
waveform, or require a careful experimental setup design in
order to avoid or separate the unwanted signal.
Unidirectional generation can be achieved through the interference mechanism when two ultrasonic sources are longitudinally separated and excited with an appropriate time delay
[8], [l 7]-[19]. This principle, however, is not straightforwardly
applicable to SH waves generated by conventional PPM
EMATs with racetrack coil underneath, because the induced
force direction is governed by the polarization of the magnets
within the PPM array. Thus, one cannot associate different
magnets with distinct coils in a conventional PPM EMAT.
This limitation was discussed in detail in [20], [21], where
we presented two non-standard PPM-like EMATs that generate
SH waves predominantly in a single direction, either by a sideshifted PPM EMAT design [20] or a dual-linear coil PPMEMAT [21]. The former produces two slightly misaligned
sets of forces due to the side-shift between the PPM arrays.
Despite providing virtually no propagation to the backward
direction along the longitudinal axis of the transducer, this
design showed backward side-lobes. Backward side-lobes are
a drawback, since they still may produce unwanted reflections
from the backward semi-plane. The latter introduces two sets
of aligned forces by substituting the racetrack coil with a
dual-linear coil array, wound individually around each magnet
of a conventional PPM array. Since the generated forces are
aligned, this design produces no backward side-lobes, but it
does impose a wavelength that is twice as long as the sideshifted design, and hence is more suitable for operating at a
lower frequency range.
Consequently, in order to keep the wavelength short, allowing operating at higher frequencies, and reduce the backward
side-lobes, we investigate in this paper whether the radiation
pattern produced by the side-shifted design is affected by its
construction parameters, mainly the side-shift separation between PPM arrays and the number of rows of magnets, aiming
at decreasing the magnitude of the backward side-lobes. An
analytical model is used to compute the theoretical radiation
diagram. Next, side-shifted PPM EMATs were fabricated in
several versions, with different numbers of rows and separation
between rows. Their radiation diagrams were experimentally
evaluated and compared with the theoretical ones.

II. PPM EMATs

AND

SH

WAVES

Shear horizontal guided waves in plates are polarized parallel to the surface of the plate and propagate in the plane of
the plate, perpendicular to the polarization direction. Adopting
the Cartesian system depicted in Fig.1, polarization is in the
z-axis direction, propagation is in the x-axis direction and
the plate thickness coordinate is along the y-axis. There are
potentially an infinite number of SH guided waves modes, but
only the, fundamental, SH0 mode propagates below the cut-off
frequency-thickness product of higher-order modes [22]. The
SH0 mode is non-dispersive, with its phase and group speeds

Fig. 1. Conventional bidirectional PPM EMAT. The red and blue blocks
represent the north and south magnets' poles. The dashed arrows
indicate the current injected into the coil. The generated Lorentz forces
are represented by the continuous arrows. Forces are polarized in the
z-axis direction, generating SH waves that propagate along the x-axis,
either in the positive or negative direction. The EMAT is placed on the
surface of a plate whose thickness is in the y-axis. The magnets' length
is L and the gap between magnets is g. Thus, the spatial period, which
equals the nominal wavelength of the generated wave, is..>.= 2 ( L + g ) .

equal to the bulk shear-wave speed of the medium, e r . In this
paper, only the SH0 mode is considered.
In order to generate SH waves, shear stress has to be
imposed to the plate's surface, oriented perpendicular to the
propagation direction, which can be efficiently obtained with
PPM EMATs. A PPM EMAT consists of an array of alternating polarity magnets with a racetrack coil underneath, as
shown schematically in Fig.1. The electric current, I, flowing
through the coil induces an eddy current density, J , in a
conductive medium, which can be considered to act effectively
at the surface of the medium due to the skin-depth effect [10].
The eddy current phase and amplitude vary with depth, but
as the skin-depth is typically much smaller than the acoustic
wavelength, one can assume that there is an average current
on the surface of the sample. The direction of this averaged
eddy current is generally opposed to I. Lorentz forces in the
medium's surface are given by the cross product of the eddy
current with the static magnetic field, B, produced by the
magnets:

F=JxB

(1)

The arrangement of magnets and coil in PPM EMATs is such
that the generated Lorentz forces are parallel to the surface
of the medium, in the z-direction, and perpendicular to the
propagation direction, along the x-axis, therefore, generating
SH waves [2]. Conventional PPM EMAT generate SH waves
that propagate in both directions of the x-axis.

A. Unidirectional generation by side-shifted PPM EMAT
Unidirectional generation can be achieved with two wave
sources, spatially separated in the propagation direction and
driven by phased pulses [8], [17]-[21]. This configuration
relies on the constructive interference of waves in one direction
whilst destructive interference in the opposite direction, therefore, effectively providing unidirectional generation. In order
to apply this principle to SH wave generated by a PPM EMAT,
one has to use two coils and somehow associate each of them
with distinct arrays of magnets. This can be accomplished
by using linear coils wound around each magnet [21], or by
slightly side-shifting each PPM array so one can accommodate
two coils underneath distinct arrays [20]. The latter is referred
to here as side-shifted design and was presented in [20]. The
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original design, as presented in [20], is reproduced in Fig.2(b)
and explained next.
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It consists of two side-shifted PPM arrays and two racetrack
coils. The blue and red blocks in Fig.2 represent the north
and south poles, respectively, of magnets that belong to the
first PPM array, and cyan and magenta the north and south
poles, respectively, of magnets that belong to the second
PPM array. Conventional PPM EMATs usually present a short
lateral separation between rows of magnets, as shown in Fig. I.
However, in this design, in order to accommodate both PPM
arrays, the lateral separation between rows belonging to the
same array, parameter d in Fig.2, needs to be greater than
the magnets width, w, so that rows belonging to distinct PPM
arrays can be placed interleaved. The parameter D in Fig.2 is
the lateral inter-array separation, which relates to d, the intraarray lateral separation, through d = 2D + w. The side-shift
distance between PPM arrays is given by s = D + w, also
shown in Fig.2.
The nominal wavelength is given by the PPM spatial period:

>-=2(L+g)

(c)

=

Fig. 2. Side-shifted unidirectional dual PPM EMATs with (a) Q
1 row,
(b) Q = 2 rows (presented in [201), (c) Q = 3 rows and (d) Q = 4
rows of magnets per array. The red and blue blocks represent the north
and south magnets' poles, respectively, of the first array and cyan and
magenta, the respective poles of the second array. The dashed arrows
at the left indicate the current infect into each coil. The generated sets of
induced Lorentz forces from PPM array 1 and 2 are represented by the
orange and blue vertical arrows, respectively. L is the magnets' length,
g is the gap between arrays, w is the magnets' width, d is the intraarray lateral separation, D is the inter-array lateral separation and s is
the side-shift distance. The dashed rectangles illustrate magnets at the
same longitudinal position which form a cell of magnets belonging to
the same PPM array and generate Lorentz force polarized to the same
direction. r and a are the distance and angle, respectively, of a point of
interest from the centre of the dual PPM EMAT. The nominal wavelength
of the generated wave is A = 2 ( L + g ) and the longitudinal separation
between PPM array is A / 4.

(2)

where L is the length of the magnets and g is the gap between
magnets of the same array. Hence, the longitudinal separation
of magnets with alternate polarity within the same PPM array
is a half-wavelength, whereas the second PPM array is shifted
a quarter-wavelength in the longitudinal direction, as shown
in Fig.2. Each array lies above its respective racetrack coil.
Therefore, two sets of independent Lorentz forces, represented
by the vertical continuous arrows with distinct colours, are
generated a quarter-wavelength spaced on the medium's surface. By driving each coil with a pair of 90 ° phase-shifted
current pulses, it provides constructive interference in one
direction whilst destructive in the opposite direction, thus
yielding unidirectional generation. That is, waves generated
at a = 180 ° are nullified whereas the ones generated at a =
0 ° are enhanced, where a is the angle from the centre of the
dual PPM EMAT, as illustrated in Fig.2.
Note that (2) also holds for a conventional PPM EMAT
(as shown in Fig.I); unlike the dual-linear design [21], which
produces a wavelength twice as long as a conventional PPM
EMAT. Thus, the side-shifted design allows one to work with
shorter wavelengths, and consequently, higher frequencies and
temporally shorter pulses. Its operating principle relies on the
diffraction of the wavefront generated by both arrays, which
are not aligned, due to the side-shift. An ideal destructive
interference in the backward direction can only occur in the
centreline (x-axis) of the transducer, where the contribution of
each wavefront is equal in amplitude and opposite in phase. At
an angle from the negative x-axis, the individual contribution
of both wavefronts are not equal in amplitude and hence
they do not completely destructively interfere. This creates
backwards side-lobes, as observed in [20].
Originally [20], each PPM array consisted of two rows
of magnets, as shown in Fig.2(b). However, one can either
decrease the number of rows, to just one, as shown in Fig.2(a),
or increase to three or four, as shown in Fig.2(c) and (d),
respectively. Note that, in order to construct more than two
rows of magnets per PPM array, the conventional racetrack
coil was replaced by a new design of multi-lap racetrack-like
coil.
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Here, we analyse the influence of the construction parameters on the radiation pattern of this design. More specifically,
the inter-array lateral separation, parameter D, and the number
of rows of magnets in each PPM array, referred to as Q,
hereinafter.

Ill.

CALCULATION OF THE RADIATION WAVEFIELD OF
DUAL P P M - E M A T S

In order to calculate the radiation pattern of the unidirectional dual-PPM EMATs studied here, an analytical model,
presented in [23], is used. This model is based on the linesource wavefield generated by each coil of the EMAT [24],
[25]. The model assumes that the induced Lorentz forces are
uniformly distributed at the projection of each coil wire on
the surface of the medium, due to the low lift-off between
the EMAT and the sample, [26], [27]. Therefore, in order to
analyse the wavefield generated by a PPM EMAT one can
consider that the radiated field is generated by the superposition of a series of line-sources, each of which corresponds to
the individual radiated field underneath a coil wire [24], [25].
The wavefield, at a far-field located point, generated by the
m-th coil wire, considering it as a line-source [24] is given by
R m Cr m , a m )
Am L

7r

2,.,;rm

=

sin(,.,;½ cos (am))
)- rm - ¾)
eJ(w(t-tp 1<
L
,.,;2 COS (CTm )

,

(3)

where A m is the amplitude of the generated field, proportional
to the magnetic field of the magnets and the coil current, as
per (1), w is the angular frequency, "" is the wavenumber, t p
is a time delay applied to all line-source elements of array p,
with the index p referring to each PPM array, i.e., p = 1, 2,
and r m and a m are the distance and angle, respectively, from
the centre of m-th wire to the point of interest.
The wavefield generated by the dual-PPM array is given by
the superposition of the wavefields generated by all the coil
wires [23]:

R(r, a)=

L I>icL R
p

C

m

m

(r m , a m )

,

(4)

where r and a are the distance and angle from the centre of
the array to the point of interest, as shown in Fig.2, the index
c refers to each cell within each PPM array, the index m refers
to each coil wire underneath each cell and R m (rm , a m ) is the
radiated line-source wavefield from a single wire, calculated
through (3). The coordinate system of the latter is centred
at each wire m and relates to the global coordinate system,
(r, a), through a series of coordinate transformations, whose
derivation can be found in [23]. A cell, identified by index c
in (4), is defined as a collection of magnets that belong to the
same PPM array and lie at the same longitudinal coordinate, x.
Fig.2 illustrates elements that compose a cell of the first PPM
array which are highlighted with dashed rectangles. Note that
for a PPM EMAT with Q number of rows, all cells contain Q
magnets, all of which generate a Lorentz force polarized to the
same direction in the z-coordinate, due to the magnets' pole
polarization and coil tum direction. Consecutive cells generate
Lorentz forces alternatively to the positive or negative direction

of the z-axis. This alternate polarity nature of the PPM EMAT
manifests as the factor .6. c , which equal ±1, with alternate
signs for consecutive cells.
In order to obtain unidirectional generation, the relative time
delay applied to both arrays should correspond to a 90 ° phase
shift, i.e., t2 - t1 = 7 [ /2w. By fixing a radial distance, r, and
computing (4) as a function of the angle a , one is able to
compute the theoretical radiation diagram of the SH waves
generated by the side-shifted PPM EMATs studied here.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The new designs of undirectional PPM EMAT were fabricated. The coils were wound with an AWG-30 copper wire,
and the dual-PPM arrays were mounted in a 3-D former, as
shown in Fig.3; finally, the dual-PPM array is placed on top
of the dual-coil. It is worth highlighting that the fabrication
process should ensure that the straight sections of the coils
lie approximately at the same height, which can be achieved
by carefully positioning one coil at the lateral gap of the
other. Hence, there is no additional lift-off of one coil relative
to the other, which would produce unequal generated forces
from both arrays and consequently compromise unidirectional
generation. In total, twelve different designs were fabricated
with the construction parameters reported in Table I.
TABLE I
CONSTRUCTION PARAMETERS OF THE FABRICATED SIDE-SHIFTED
PPM EMATs.

To experimentally evaluate the unidirectional SH EMAT, a
two-channel signal generator was used to synthesize a pair
of 90 ° phase-shifted tone-bursts centred at f =260kH z, in
order to generate the SHO mode. The centre frequency was set
according to the dispersion relationship, c = >..J, with c being
the phase speed of the SHO mode, which for aluminium equals
e r = 3110 m/s, and >. is the nominal transducer wavelength.
Next, the signals were power amplified and connected to the
terminals of the unidirectional PPM-EMAT under test. The
latter, in tum, was positioned in the middle of a 1.5 mm
thick aluminium plate. A conventional 3 cycle, 10 mm nominal
wavelength PPM EMAT model SHD1031S from Sonemat Ltd.
was used as a receiver to capture the generated waveforms. It
was placed at several azimuthal angles with a constant distance
of 275 mm from the centre of the transmitter. The experimental
setup is shown in Fig.4.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 5 illustrates the experimentally received waveforms
for the configuration with D = 3 mm and Q = 2 rows per
PPM array at 0° , 140 ° and 180 ° . The amplitude is normalized
per the forward propagated wave, i.e., at 0° . Note that the
wave generated in the backward direction (180 ° ), Fig.5(c), is
of negligible amplitude, compared with the forward generated
wave (0 ° ), Fig.5(a), whereas a significant-amplitude wave is
generated to the backward semi-plane, at 140 ° , Fig.5(b). This
is a backward propagating side-lobe.
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(c)

(d)

Fig. 3. Fabricated side-shifted unidirectional PPM EMATs. Dual racetrack coil (a) for Q = 1 or 2 rows of magnets and dual multi-lap
racetrack coil (b) for Q = 3 or 4 rows of magnets. Dual-PPM array
for Q = 1 (c), 2 (d), 3 (e) and 4 (f) rows of magnets. For the sake
of brevity, coils and PPM array corresponding only to the D = 3 mm
lateral separation are exhibited.
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Fig. 4. Experimental setup. Two 90° phased pulses are generated by
the arbitrary signal generator and amplified before being applied to the
side-shifted PPM EMAT (brown box) to generate SH waves in the 1.5
mm thick aluminium plate, which are received by a conventional PPM
EMAT from Sonemat Ltd. The received signal is amplified and fed into a
digital oscilloscope, where its waveform is transferred to a computer.
Fig. 6 shows the radiation patterns for each of the aforementioned configurations, computed either using the model
presented in section III (solid lines) and experimentally evaluated (red dots). The experimental radiation pattern was
calculated by extracting the peak-to-peak amplitude of the
received waveform for each experimentally evaluated angle,
a , normalized per the peak-to-peak amplitude at a = 0 ° . Fig.
6( e) represents the radiation pattern for the configuration used
in [20]. Note that all configurations produce a predominantly
unidirectional radiation pattern, with virtually a zero-amplitude
wave generated to a = 180 ° . However, in the backward
semi-plane, go 0 < a < 270 ° , there are non-negligible signal
magnitudes, with backward propagating side-lobes, located
around a = 140 ° or a = 220 ° . A waveform at the angular
position of a backward side-lobe is shown in Fig.5(b). As can
be seen, for a fixed number of PPM rows (which corresponds
to each row of Fig.6), there is an increasing trend in the
maximum value of the backward side-lobes when the rows are
placed further apart. That is, the backward side-lobe amplitude
increases as D increases. Also, one can notice that, for a fixed
value of D (which corresponds to each column of Fig.6),

0

50

100
Time [µs]

150

200

Fig. 5. Experimental received signals with fabricated side-shifted dual
PPM EMAT with Q = 2 rows of magnets and D = 3 mm lateral
separation, measured at 275 mm from the transmitting dual PPM EMAT
at a = 0° (a), a = 140° (b) and a = 180° (c). The strong
signal for times less than 50µs is the electrical interference from the
emitting pulse. Its amplitude is different among reading angles due to the
relative position of receiver and transmitter's cables in the experimental
setup; for angles close to a = 180° the receiver is much closer to
the transmitter's cables, as schematically shown in Fig.4, and thus the
interference effect is stronger. This does not affect the received wave of
interest, which arrives later.
the side-lobe magnitude decreases as the number of rows
increases.
In order to further analyse the effect of the number of
rows, Q, and the lateral separation, D, the magnitude of the
backward propagating side-lobe was calculated by extracting
the maximum value of the radiation diagram between a =
go 0 and 270 ° , and normalizing it to the signal magnitude
at a = 0° , as a function of Q for several values of D,
as is shown in Fig.7. As can be seen, when one increases
Q, the backward side-lobe amplitude generally decreases.
The side-lobe amplitude also decreases, when decreasing D;
being minimum at D = 0. For the experimentally evaluated
configurations, the magnitude of the backward side-lobes is
also shown in Fig.7 as markers, with the same colour as the
theoretical values. Since the experimentally evaluated angles
may not lie at the exact angular position of a backward
propagating side-lobe, some differences between theoretical
and analytical values are noticeable, mainly for the D = 2 mm
and Q = 4 configuration. Overall, experimental and analytical
results show good agreement.
The side-shifted concept uses two independent PPM arrays
in which a side-shift is imposed, so that one can accommodate
both PPMs arrays and racetrack coils. Therefore, the wavefronts produced by the individual arrays are side-shifted, and
the wavefields produced by each array completely mutually
cancel only at the centreline of the array, i.e., the x-axis, where
they are out-of-phase and have the same amplitude. At an
angle from the negative x-axis, there are backward propagating
side-lobes due to the wavefront misalignment. It was observed
that, either increasing the number of rows or decreasing the
side-shift separation decreases the side-lobes amplitude.
Considering each individual PPM as a whole, increasing
the number of rows reduces the backward side-lobes, because
it decreases the relative misalignment between the individual
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Fig. 6. Radiation pattern for the simulated (blue line} and the fabricated (red dots} side-shifted PPM EMATs. The construction parameters were
set as follows: w = 5 mm, L = 5 mm, g = 1 mm and .X. = 12 mm. The side-shift separation, D, were set equal 2 = = [(a), (d}, (g) and U)],
3 = = [ ( b ) , (e), (h) and (k)] and 4 = = [(c), (I), (i) and (I)]. The number or rows for each array was either 1 [(a) to (c)], 2 [(d) to (I)], 3 [(g) to (i)] and
4 [(j) to (I)].
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Fig. 7. Magnitude of the backward propagating side-lobe as a function
of the number of rows of magnets per PPM array, Q, for several lateral
separation values D. Lines are theoretical values obtained with the
analytical model, and markers are experimental results.

wavefronts generated by each individual PPM array. The
relative misalignment can be understood as the amount of
the wavefront generated by one PPM array, that does not
overlap the wavefront generated by the other. Observing Fig.2,
each PPM array has one row of magnets that is not covered
by the lateral dimension of the other PPM array, either the
topmost or bottommost row. Therefore, increasing the number
of rows, decreases the relative misalignment since the width of
the whole dual-PPM array, or its aperture, increases whereas
only one row of each array remains not enclosed by the
other. An extreme-case example is the single-row transducer,
Q = l , depicted in Fig.2(a), in which the dual-array aperture
is composed of disjoint rows of each PPM array. Therefore,
at an angle from the negative x-axis, the influence of one
PMM array is considerably greater than the other, and strong
backward side-lobes, as intense as approximately 75% of the
forward beam, arise, as can be seen in Fig.6(a) to (c). On
the other hand, if the dual-PPM array aperture is composed of
several rows of magnets, then, at an angle from the negative xaxis, the magnitude of the wavefield generated by the closest
PPM-array is approximately equal to the magnitude of the
wavefield from the other PPM array, which is out-of-phase,
and, hence, the backward side-lobes are negligible.
With respect to the lateral gap between rows, a smaller
lateral gap makes the arrays more closely work as a one
transducer rather than separate rows of ultrasonic sources.
Additionally, decreasing the lateral separation between rows,
reduces the side-shift distance between individual PPM arrays,
which consequently also decreases the misalignment effect.
Null side-shift distance is, nevertheless, impossible with these
designs, since the rows of magnets belonging to different PPM
arrays would overlap. Therefore, keeping the lateral separation
D as short as possible, helps to reduce the misalignment
effect from each row of magnets and hence, enhances the
effectiveness of the destructive interference in the backward
semi-plane. As can be seen in Fig.7, D = 0, shows indeed the
minimum backward side-lobes magnitude.
It is worth noticing that in the forward semi-plane, the
wavefronts of both arrays are in-phase and thus present
constructive interference for all elements along the whole
dual-PPM array width. Therefore, the wider its aperture, the
more directive would be the forward main beam, as with
conventional transducers [26]. This behaviour can be observed

in Fig.6, where the forward main lobe is narrower for wider
dual-PPMs. This is more clearly analysed in Fig.8(a) where
the - 6 dB beam-width, defined as the angle interval at with
the forward main lobe reaches half of its maximum amplitude,
is shown. Besides increasing forward directivity, adding more
rows of magnets also increases the energy of the wave that is
generated forwards, and consequently the detection sensitivity,
since there are more source elements operating in-phase and
thus effectively contributing to generating the wave. This
is shown in Fig.8(b) where the amplitude of the forward
generated wave was computed, normalized per the maximum
value among all cases. As can be seen, there is a linear trend on
the amplitude of the forward generated wave and the number
of magnet rows, whilst the lateral separation, D, presents
low influence, since it does not affect the number of wave
generating elements.
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forward propagating wave at a
o 0 (b) as a function of the number of
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Hence, a minimum lateral separation between rows and
several magnets' rows are both required for achieving an
optimal unidirectional radiation pattern. The latter also increases the forward directivity and the energy of the forward
generated waves. In practical applications, it is, however, tough
to fabricate a device with very short lateral separation between
magnets, due to attraction force between magnets belonging to
adjacent rows, and low coil separation, which requires precise
positioning of the PPM dual-array above the coil. Therefore,
the minimum lateral separation experimentally tested was D =
2 mm. Regarding the number of rows, if many rows are used,
the total width of the EMAT becomes quite large, which can
become quite cumbersome for practical applications.
V I . CONCLUSION

We investigated the influence of the construction parameters
of the side-shifted PPM EMAT design on the unidirectional
radiation pattern of the generated SH waves. The principle for
unidirectional generation adopted here relies on the interference of two independent wave sources, separated by a quarter-
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wavelength distance and driven with 90 ° phased pulses.
Although the side-shifted design can effectively generate
unidirectional SH waves, non-negligible amplitude backward
propagating side-lobes can be found, due to the misalignment
of the wavefront produced by each individual PPM array,
imposed by the side-shift, necessary to accommodate both
PPM arrays and coils. Aiming to decrease the magnitude of the
backward propagating side-lobes, and consequently increasing
the performance of the unidirectional generation, the effect
of the number of PPM rows and the lateral distance between
rows were analysed, with consideration of the whole backward
semi-plane.
Either decreasing the lateral separation between rows of
magnets or increasing the number of rows, decreases the
magnitude of the backward propagating side-lobes, since the
relative misalignment from the individual arrays within the
dual-PPM decreases. Additionally, increasing the number of
rows increases the forward main beam directivity and linearly
increases the amplitude of the forward generated waves.
In order to fabricate PPM EMATs with more than the
usual two rows per PPM, a new multi-lap racetrack coil
geometry was designed. Twelve side-shifted PPM EMATs
were successfully fabricated, with separation between rows
ranging from 2 to 4 mm and numbers of rows per PPM array
from 1 to 4. Experimental and analytical results showed good
agreement.
Compared to the previously published design, the magnitude
of the side-lobes were reduced from approximately - 8 dB
to about - 1 6 dB with Q = 4 PPM rows and the shortest
evaluated lateral separation of 2 mm. With 3 rows of magnets,
the magnitude of the side-lobes decreases down to - 1 3 dB,
with a smaller device width. Also, using 2 rows of magnets,
as usual, allows one to decrease the side-lobes level in 2 dB
by simply reducing the lateral separation from 3 mm to 2 mm.
Results presented herein show that the amplitude of backward propagating side-lobes can be considerably reduced
with designs that can be conveniently fabricated. Therefore,
the enhanced designs effectively generated unidirectional SH
waves, even when considering the whole backward semi-plane,
also keeping the wavelength considerably short.
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